
Piano Practice Tracker
Write # minutes practiced each day.

At the end of the week, write total weekly numbers and 

transfer to monthly goals chart.

1)

2)

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
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Life is like a piano. The white keys are happy days, and the black keys are sad ones. 
Just remember that you need both to make music  – Unknown
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Monthly goals chart

Monthly Practice meter

Goals                          date       completed

Upcoming events:
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monthly mins goal

example:



Monthly goals chart

Monthly Practice meter

Goals                          date       completed

Upcoming events:
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monthly mins goal
600 minutes        End of Jan

RH of Cuckoo        Jan 15

LH of Cuckoo       Jan 20

Five Woodpeckers       Jan 25

Finish Unit         no date

• Ice cream with mom
• piano party
• symphony with dad
• new keyboard: 10,000 minutes!

2) Divide monthly goal by eight and 
label tick marks increasing by this #.

                600      8 = 75

1) Write monthly Goal

3) Each week, draw 
a new line on the 
meter representing 
the # minutes 
practiced adding 
this week’s new 
total to the last 
recorded total.

75

225

300

375

450

525

600

150
+75

+75

example:

week 1: +150

week 2: +90 240

Goals                          date       completed



Invite friends and family
If someone can't come this time, it's ok – 

there will be plenty more! You might send 

them a video or invite them to watch 

over video chat.

Set up a nice place to sit around your piano with chairs
Will you wear something special?
Will you make a program, or announce your pieces?
Rehearse for a family member

Be proud. piano is hard work. enjoy your celebration!

Piano Party Planner
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Review pieces everyday
Use the online backing tracks to check 

your accuacy.

Are you playing from memory, or do you need music?

Will you sing? Microphone? Backing track?

Practice a brave, confident bow

Plan some treats

Will you play games?

Set a date



Piano Party Games
Alphabet Crossword
From Michiko Yurko’s Music Mind Games.

Alphabet Ball

Need: Several printed deck of alphabet cards.

Set out two decks like this:

Player 1 takes the top card, looks at it, and 

places it anywhere that it fits correctly in the 

music alphabet.

Mix up the remaining cards and place 
them face-down in a pile.

1

2

Sit in a circle.

Pass the ball to anyone, saying any music alphabet letter.

Next person says the next letter stepping up in the alphabet, passing the ball to someone 

new. Continue like this until someone gets stuck, then begin again with a new letter.

When this gets easy, try playing the game saying the alphabet backward.

1

2

3

4

3

Keep taking turns until all the cards are gone.4

A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

G

G

Stepping 
Up

Up

Up

Up

UpStepping Up

A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

G
G

G
G

G

G

G
G

Let’s say 
you get G:

It can go here
but not here

Music Note freeze
Arrange several alphabet cards, scrambled, face-up in a big circle on the floor. 

Ask a grown-up to put on some music. Everyone walks around the outside of the 

circle. When the music stops, everyone freeze.

If anyone accidentally moves, they must pick up the nearest music note and go play 

that note on the piano.

1

2

3
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Songs/Pieces I can play Songs/Pieces I want to play

Repertoire Tracker
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